
                                      
 

APPLICATION FORM: GLOBAL TRAINING PROGRAMME 2016-2017 – INTERNSHIP INFORMATION 
 

  

CORPORATIVE  INFORMATION 
  

Name of the company meemo-tec OG 

Contact Person Christian Pendl 

Location 

Country Austria 

City Graz 

Address Plüddemanngasse 39, 8010 Graz 

Sector Software development for life-science applications 

   

PROPOSED INTERNSHIP INFORMATION  

Number of trainees to host 1 
Extension time (extra 
months and salary) 
OPTIONAL 
 
SEE DOCUMENT: 
 “FORM 2_Global 
Training 2015 
extension preliminary 
agreement” 
 
 

Extra months (2, 3 or 
4 months) 4 

Monthly payment for 
extra months 
(between 0-
1124€/month) 

1124 

    

INTERNSHIP/PLACEMENT INFORMATION 
  

Department 
(in case you want more than 1 trainee, 
indicate the different departments where they 
will work) 

We are a forward-thiniking start-up in the field of digital life science from Graz. We 
live the start-up spirit in an open-minded and non-hierachical environment. Our head 
office is located in an incubator space in the heart of Graz and is easily reachable by 
public transport, on foot or by bike. 

Description of project/activities 
(in case you want more than 1 trainee, 
indicate the different projects/activities on 
which they will work) 

We are a young, encouraged team of software developers working on mobile 
applications which are capable to assist people who are suffering from the bipolar 
disorder. The bipolar disorder, also called manic depressive disorder, is a mental 
disease which manifests through phases of depression and mania.  
Our App, running on a bipolar person's smartphone is ment to autonomously 
recognize subtle changes in the mood. As a result it provides context aware psycho-
social coping strategies in order to handle critical situations and to prevent 
interpersonal conflicts. Enlightening the forces which are driving episodes of 
depression and mania we enable bipolar persons to become experts of their very 
personal mental disease. 
You will directly contribute to our products working on visual design, user-interface 
and usability. In the case you also bring along programming skills it would be also 
possible to do implement tasks for the mobile App. 

COMPETENCES, SKILLS and EXPERIENCE 
REQUIREMENTS  

Requested profile(s) information 
(Studies, previous experience, language skills, 
other skills…) 

We are looking for a creative talent who supports our team in the fields of 
web and mobile-app design and contributes creative inputs for marketing 
campains and public relations. We offer an exciting and wide-ranging work 
where you can contribute a valuable part to our products. Self-initiative and 
self-reliance as well as the will to push things forward are important values 
for us. 
 



                                      
 

Studies: 
- Media Design, Information Technology or equivalent studies. 
 
Experience: 
- Creating user engaging designs and graphics 
- User-interface design for mobile devices 
- Designing and developing web sites 
 
Skills: 
- Graphics and animation design 
- User interface design for mobile Apps 
- Knowledge of HTML, CSS and Java Script 
- Optional: Programming skills for mobile Apps 
- Thinking outside the box 
- Sharing the start-up spirit 
 
Language:  
- We all speak English 
- Of course, German is possible as well ;-) 
 

Other commentaries We also take care outside of office hours and are interested to integrate you 
in our sparetime activites. 
We love sports, we love being in the mountains for climbing, hiking or ski-
touring. You are invited to join our after-work activites. 
 

 


